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      12 Month Genetic Health Guarantee Agreement 

The puppy is guaranteed to be in good health at the time of pick up. They will be up to date on shots, 
de-wormed, and will have been vet checked and deemed in good health. 

The breeder offers a 12 month health guarantee against any congenital defects, starting from 4-29-2022 
(DOB). If this should occur, the puppy will be returned to the breeder and a puppy of the same value will 
be provided when one is available. In the case the puppy has past away, the body must be maintained 
for verification and the puppy will be replaced with one of the same value when one becomes available. 
The breeder has up to 9 months to replace the puppy or refund the total purchase cost. This does not 
include any medical expenses. In either event, Verification from a licensed veterinarian along with 
supporting documents such as x-rays, lab tests, or autopsy reports must be submitted within 48 hours of 
the diagnosis or demise of the puppy to be considered for approval. The vet must also verify that the 
diagnosis or death occurred due to a genetic defect. Great Plains Frenchies reserves the right verify any 
medical findings through a licensed veterinarian of our choice within 72 hours of your claim, at our 
expense. Denying us the right to verify will void this agreement. 

The buyer, at their own expense, agrees to have the puppy examined by a Licensed Vet of their choosing 
within 72 hours of receiving the puppy. The buyer will also send documentation of the exam along with 
the Vet’s information to greatplainsfrenchies@gmail.com within 3 days of the appointment. Failure to 
meet these obligations will void this agreement.  

The buyer must maintain proper care of the puppy and be prepared to present documentations of 
required vaccines and preventative treatment should a genetic health issue should occur. The inability 
to provide these documents at said time will void this agreement.  

This breed is prone to the following common defects which are not considered genetic or hereditary and 
are not covered under this agreement; cherry eye, chronic skin issues, stenotic nares, and elongated 
palates, Hip and/or joint issues, and other non-hereditary defects. 

This guarantee does not cover any health issues caused by neglect or injury from the buyer.  This 
guarantee does not include minor illnesses and health issues such as colds, allergies, internal or external 
parasites or communicable diseases. 

By signing this document, the buyer has read and agrees to these terms.   

Buyer ___________________ Signature______________________ Date_______ 

Seller: Jory Belgrave-Austin  Signature: Jory Belgrave-Austin  Date: 6/22/2022 


